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Sage
Sage studies poetry at Elms College, where they have also been awarded the Blue House 

fellowship. Their poetry appears/will appear in Empty Mirror, Five:2:One, Glass: A Journal 
of Poetry, North American Review, Penn Review, Pittsburgh Poetry Review, and elsewhere. 
Short fiction forthcoming from The Binnacle. They can be found on Twitter @sagescrittore.



Machismo
Sage



Conjure is a kinder word than summon, the kind beasts
     in our breastbones prefer to refer to
in their contracts written on the stony blood
     of soil tilled for hundreds of years only
to reveal Earth isn’t beneath us but in our lungs
     dirty particles of disarmament choking
our existence to the point of least resistance, but
     when we point out the patterns
of our dark-shot sky, when we aim our rifles
     to the runny blood-pie, blood-moon
harvest-sun, and every sun is a harvest-sun
     and every son is a father’s son
picking sun-dried wheat for the harvest, and beasts
     in a son’s blood boil to the point of least
existence, how we call the fire flower, how the good
     strong Italian hands have raised me
spanked me, gave me bread and struck me dead
     nailed me to their tree and pinned
this body to the wall like dinner, like eating me, like
     if you love something enough
you will put it in your mouth to keep it alive
     with every breath, to keep me alive
with every denial of my fallible filial body
     and every other son’s body I have ever loved.
Ghosts are calling me to prayer with promises
     of mornings stretching into years
that never end, and we will never end, like when he smiles
     into my skin and the daylight halts
on our intertwined bodies, this moment playing out
     throughout all time, and besides
the only reason I scream this at trees is to hear their
     silence, to want their sturdy trunks
reaching for the sun.



You mock me for finally 
having a name for this
Sage



but I wonder: is the boy still gay
if they kill him? I imagine the afterlife
without orientation, a compass-less place
full of needles and tape. Did he ever exist?
Or is it the trucks rushing by on the freeway,
a choir of teeth spitting gravel at the pews.
Being alive isn’t that hard.
It’s the staying that gives me problems.

What thing can signify nostalgia for memories not mine?
Once, like a blank book growing words as you ignore it,
he told me I used to be an expert of longing.
The barbarous dissonance of thrusting into the ass

-onance of the world
   is without piety. People bring me their

problems of unrequited affection. I should at least get paid
 for this pandering.
    I wonder what will take the place of
  desire.
 Perhaps the wind
    hovering over the pavement,
     winging its way
      towards him

  as if to say
    how could you break the silence
    with your premise of existing

  as if you have
     any control

over how loudly today

      you wanted to live



Stress
  for Dolores O’Riordan

Sage



I carry it on my teeth.
Enamel-grind my way through the night.
On the windowsill
sits an assassin, perched
like talons
clutching an egg to his downy chest.
Am I the punisher
or the punished?     Night after night
looking out the window
waiting for the one who will bring me to those furthest shores.
I obscure the gist of it.
How many times will I say mouth and mean
I don’t have
a word for this tightness in my chest when you look at me
too long?
I can’t tell if I want to erase you or erase the part of me
which says yes to you.
I say yes to what I know will destroy me:

Smoke.     Which comes after fire.
Ash.          Which comes after smoke.
Hunger.     Which comes after fasting.
Fasting.     Which comes after heartbreak.

You touch the line where my jaw measures wing
and I know something of divinity.
The universe has a plan, so be it. The true mind can weather
illusions without being lost.
The true heart—and you know the rest. Today
a musician died in London.
It’s where everyone dies. You were listening to the radio
play the big hit
she released and you told me you never even liked the band.
So tell me.     So tell me.
Why did you cry?



tunnel of love as giant hole
with rotating serrated teeth
Sage



so much of my life
i have turned to story
 to appease a boy’s
 thirst     yes i’m
straight but interested
in your horsecock bro
 yes i’m gay but only
 on weekends so it’s
OK    yes i want your
wet love in my mouth
 because what rhymes
 with horsecock besides
“i promise      i won’t tell”
so many secrets have died
 inside me    so many sons
 do you think Chad told
his ex-girlfriend he once
took a boy on his knees
 while she sang gospel
 down in the basement
do you think Tim told
the girl he fuckin
 he opens his heart
 to the boy who lives
a safe 50 miles away
it’s safe to love a boy
 & pretend you don’t
 dangerous to love
& tell him so    better
to let love die inside
 than live a bright but
 brief beautiful out in the
dangerous world of
the boys you crave
 their mouths are so full of
 their teeth     of my tongue
my skin crawls with
all of their fingers
 my bones ache for
 each of their hands



Birth of Venus
Sage



I take off my socks to be closer to God
and the bodies we put in the earth.

Hello my friends   have you seen this speckled marble?
Whisper hello into its open maw   cavern-girth   yawning

stretch of dark. Walk barefoot through
come out nude on the other side. Naked

or nude depends on the painter’s hands.
Wreathe my body in trans-lucent lace.

Woven sea-foam   glisten my skin.
Carve an indelible rune on the bone

in my throat. This obsession with my own
sensuality will get me in trouble one day

but for now I enjoy the feel of ocean
in my mouth   the slow asphyxiation

as I tumble through the navel of the world.
The curtain of divinity pulls back to reveal

an ineffable shard in the shape of a boy.
O   how my womanhood has yearned for him

like a sunbird caged beneath an upside-down
sky   not captured   but to intimate captivity.

I have been kept by jealous water and for
-gotten stars. Only now do I give up my name

in return for my birth into the world’s
ships   its shells   its roads   its hum



MORE
POETS:



Alexis-Rueal 
is a Columbus, Ohio poet whose work has appeared in journals such as “Drunk 
in a Midnight Choir,” “The New Verse News,” “The Wild Word,” and “The Lon-
don Reader.” She performs throughout Ohio and Kentucky, and was a member of 
the 2016-17 season of Women of Appalachia: Women Speak. Her first full-length 
collection, “I Speak Hick,” was published by Writing Knights Press in 2016.

Darren Demaree
poems have appeared, or are scheduled to appear in numerous magazines/journals, 
including Diode, Meridian, New Letters, Diagram, and the Colorado Review. He 
is the author of eight poetry collections, most recently ‘’Two Towns Over’ (March 
2018), which was selected as the winner of the Louise Bogan Award by Trio 
House Press, and is the Managing Editor of the Best of the Net Anthology and 
Ovenbird Poetry. Darren is currently living and writing in Columbus, Ohio with 
his wife and children. 

Bill Abbott
is a poet, writer, and professor who has written a history of poetry slams in the 
Southeast, Let Them Eat MoonPie. He has performed poetry on many stages and 
published in several small-to-mid-sized presses over the years, including November 
3rd Club. He is often credited with creating the Rust Belt Regional Poetry Festi-
val. He lives with his wife and two children in Middletown, OH.

Joshua Lindenbaum
poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in HEArt Online, Breadcrumbs, West Texas 
Literary Review, Typishly, Five2One Magazine, Silhouette Press, Mistake House, 
The Bangalore Review, 3Elements Review, and several other publications. He’s 
currently pursuing a PhD in Creative Writing and Literature at Binghamton 
University and will become a full-time professor despite a dismal job market. The 
pen has been his companion for quite some time, but it’s still waiting for him “to 
put a ring on it.” 



Scars I
Alexis-Rueal



I painted these scars with pale foundation and red blush. 
The first things I bought when he could no longer tell me no.

Stripped bare, these scars writ large across my 20’s,
now the smooth and nubby edges of 40. 

Beauty stores are a pilgrimage site,
and my bathroom, a vault of makeup and hair color: 

greens and mauves for red lipstick and low cut shirts. 
Pretty neutrals and pink for springtime and sweater weather. 

Pore refining foundation with argan oil for a youthful,
dewy look. Firetruck red, shaggy, hair to top it off. 

These scars can become anything, now. 
Cat-eyed and sharp, smoky, or nude. 

I paid for these scars with a 13 year mortgage on my youth. 
But look at them, now. Aren’t they beautiful? 



Scars II
Alexis-Rueal



We are our Mother’s favorite sad story. 
Once upon a time before I had you kids.

We are written in the hated script of our father—
our margins filled with his shadow and her great ruination. 

My brother and I, caught between a bottle of whiskey, 
and the self-despised scars she christened “Regret.”

We can choose a page of our lives, 
read the same psalms of loathing:

Cursed be the life of their failure mother. 
Cursed be the life of their son-of-a-bitch father. 

We want to love her. Want to show her 
our own scars, smoothed over, show her

how they became maps to a more hopeful future.
How they faded along with the pain of the past.

She is rough and raw, and we can be no balm to her. 
We don’t know if we want to try, anymore.



POEM FOR KATIE, 
QUEEN OF OHIO #34
Darren Demaree



The blue blurs
into blue. The red reaches

back into the pink
& I am left with black

& white pictures of you.
I frame them. I sing to them.

These poems
are an overreaction.

They are not fair at all.
I don’t know how 

to dream small dreams
for an unborn daughter.



POEM FOR KATIE, 
QUEEN OF OHIO #36
Darren Demaree



Breath ligaments, breathe,
you must be ready

to chase and be chased,
you must be ready 

to stand astride
the widening canyons

of Ohio.  You must love
that burning feeling

when it’s inside of you.
Do not fear any fire.

Breathe ligaments, breathe,
our only ocean here is flame.



EMILY AS A SHADOW 
WITHOUT LACE
Darren Demaree



She has hauled me this far.
I have no intention of leaving
the darkness she chose.

I was never good in the sun
anyway.  That madness gave
me all sorts of permission.

Now, my skin has tightened
in the cool pool of where
she was just standing

or where she will be standing
next. There are days, weeks
where she pauses with me.



EMILY AS ALL OF THE 
OLD WORDS
Darren Demaree



We don’t need a new word
for Emily.  She is already a portrait
of best words that can drip on me.



Fear of Flight
Bill Abbott



In the event of depressurization,
masks will fall from the cabin above me,
and I will remember to help those around me
but forget that I need to breathe.

That uncomfortable feeling on takeoff,
the one where the pressure changes
and you need your ears to pop,
may well be the way I feel all the time.

When the wheels touch down,
as the rough impact begins 
but before it smoothes,
my soul is a runway of imperfections,
and my body shudders:
planes can skid out of control.

Never is it more clear than when above the clouds
that turbulence happens too often,
that loneliness is defined by space between,
that wings aren’t all feathers,
that life is one giant series of plane rides,
and that the skies aren’t often friendly,
and that landings are literally touch and go,
and that lives, like planes, can crash.

I should remember the mask that falls
should be secured on my face
so that I can breathe.



Dating Profile
Bill Abbott



Twice-married, twice-divorced white guy,
having the kids half the time,
I lay in bed at night and wonder 
if anyone will put up with me again.
I read books. I write. 
I ignore advice.
I look through the refrigerator 
for something to cook.
I forget to clean often enough.

I don’t drink coffee, but I’d watch you
if you wanted to drink it across from me.
I look out across the lawn
and consider the wreckage
of these poorer suburbs.

Can we meet for lunch sometime? 
Don’t you think we would look good together
in a photo?
Have I forgotten
what it’s like to belong?

There are dishes in the sink.
I should clean the bathroom.
The laundry needs my attention again.



Redeemed
Bill Abbott



We wait, hanging out 
in the nursing home,
for my mom’s personal rapture.

Old and dementia-soaked people stroll by,
occasionally stopping to expose themselves
or give us the evil eye.

The mindless ex-preacher tells my mom 
how much she loves her,
and my mom returns the sentiment.
When the ex-preacher asks if there’s anything
she can do to make mom’s life better,
my mom’s feeble voice whispers,

“Get lost.”

We offer milkshakes and peanut butter candy,
bring the dog and wild children,
study the direct gospels
for signs of impending rapture,
a rising into the air of my miserable mom.

We apocalyze our way through,
into, out of mom’s space,
wondering if we can catch a whiff of salvation,
a feeling in our bones of impending victory
for a life spent in service to some greater Good,
some greater god.

At the end of the day, we slide back away
to our homes, hopeful to hear a phone call in the morning
that the rock in front of mom’s room has been rolled away,
and her body is finally missing.



Redneck Elegy
(Middletown, Ohio)
Bill Abbott



This town in the middle,
between 
 Cincinnati and Dayton,
is unsure if it exists
or if it is just between.

“Heroin, there is hope” billboards
fill whole sections of vista.
The library meeting room is packed one night
for the local “opiate summit.”

The bookstore owner complains,
“Here comes the crackhead. I wonder what he’ll try
 to sell me today.”
The owner has stories of tasers, bicycles,
a horsehead candle, umbrellas, small statues, odds and ends. 

Workers try to wash away
the AK rust from the steel mill, 
Armco turning to initials as the major industry
shrinks and collapses.
The workers settle in and wait for a revitalized town
that doesn’t happen.

The trains rumble through both sides of downtown,
so extensively that the city built an overpass,
children count train cars
from under the eaves of the ever-closed 
train station flea market.

The town expanded, built a mall,
watched it crumble,
watched the area grow.
Wal-Mart, Meijer. Kroger, Wendy’s, Kohl’s.
Cracker Barrel, Tire Discounters, El Rancho Grande.
Big Boy, Staples, Lowe’s. Longhorn, Olive Garden.
Sonic, O’Charlie’s, Golden Corral, Game Stop.
A few stores limp back into the mall.

Watched the ambitious politician claim the town
in an elegy, nationalizing names like Middletucky
while the citizens believed they weren’t that definition,
claiming their own history not carved by the poverty,

not carved by the small-town thinking
and conservative lifestyle
in a small-city area encircled by farm life
mixed with suburbs,
rent too high for the locals, driven up by
Cincinnati commute.

Realtors tell you not to buy a house on any street
that is a number.

The recovery under way,
as the empty buildings start to fill,
local stores around downtown
while the chains still dominate the edges,
more sales and service industry
replacing the mechanized, laid-off, and slimlined factories
of times rusted past.

The smaller satellite colleges make locals feel
a sense of pride to be so educated
but still in such a small-town mindset,
facing small-town problems
with such small-town politicians
in such small-time lives,
as their children escape to somewhere else,
like everywhere else,

like this between-cities, drugged-up,
rust-under-the-nails town is fighting
not to be.



Hearts, Crystal, and 
Other Breakable Things
Bill Abbott



In the event of glass,
break this emergency wide open
and use it to solve the problem.

Shattered and broken, 
this glass has constituted an emergency
that can’t be solved by 
traditional methods.

The best solution is screaming
and throwing things against the wall.

Things like our past.

Then we should drink as much wine as possible, 
until we run out, 
and accuse each other of out-maudlining the other. 
Someone should be called “self-righteous” at least once 
before we forget this is war. 

You grab your newest indiscretion, 
I’ll grab my bottle, 
and we’ll charge each other 
in a deathly joust of 
too much caring.

Only one of us is supposed to survive
 this relationship, after all.

Your game may be the most dangerous,
but mine involves the most risk
and the least return.

In the end, we’ll sharpen our daggers, 
hide them in our words, 
and start over, 
resenting each other for surviving 
as we passionately kiss away 
all our reservations 
and declare without a doubt 
who loved who more.



Off Stage
Joshua Lindenbaum



“Tell the truth I told me”
Lucie Brock-Broido—

Sometimes we fill the silence with complaints
because Silence complains to be filled,
every word and hand-wringing falling to the ground 
like pouring water into a pitcher with no bottom.

We act like we don’t hear the crashing upon the ground,
nor do we acknowledge the goopy feeling of drenched feet
or the thickness of mildew and scum.
No, we just slew through slosh 
or maybe

it’s not an act at all;
the costume has become skin
as sticky as fear.  




